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How To: Connecting Strategic Grants GEM Portal to Salesforce
This How To details the steps you need to follow to set up your connection between the

Strategic Grants GEM Portal
and

Salesforce

This is a once off process.
Once the connection has been established between the two software systems you will be able to
push Funder / Grants data from GEM Portal into Salesforce.
Requirements
•
•

•

Purchase the GEM Portal Salesforce connector through the Salesforce App Exchange
Let your Strategic Grants contact know that you have purchased the App. Someone at Strategic Grants has to
enable the interface connection in the backend database before it will work in Salesforce. Speak to your Strategic
Grants Client Manager about organising for this to occur.
The person in your organisation doing the initial Salesforce side of the setup must be a Salesforce Administrator
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After you have purchased and set up the connector, refer to the associated document
GEM Portal HowTo 2. Using the Salesforce Interface
for an explanation of how the connection between the two systems works.
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Steps for connecting Strategic Grants GEM Portal to Salesforce
Salesforce steps

Purchase the Strategic Grants GEM Portal Salesforce connector through the Salesforce AppExchange.
You can find it here:
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxListingDetail?listingId=a0N4V00000GwF0GUAV&preview=%222022-01-19T03%3A54%3A40.000Z%22

Request your Salesforce Administrator to install the app into your Salesforce environment
The app needs to be installed into your Salesforce by a Salesforce Administrator who has sufficient security admin privileges.
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The app will install a Salesforce custom object and associated Salesforce Flows.
The app requires the following permissions for base Salesforce users to be able to interact with it:
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GEM Portal steps

Advise your Strategic Grants Client Manager that you have purchased the connector app
Strategic Grants has to switch on access within our database before you will be able to push grants data from GEM Portal
into Salesforce.
As soon as you have advised us and we have confirmed your purchase of the app, we will enable the connection.

Log in to your Strategic Grants GEM Portal and connect the App within GEM Portal
Now that the connection has been enabled by Strategic Grants, log in to your GEM Portal and connect the app.

Ensure that your Salesforce Administrator has installed the Salesforce app before completing
these once off GEM Portal set up steps.
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Within GEM Portal, click on your organisation name (My Account in top right hand corner of GEM Portal)

Select the option called Integrations:
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If your Strategic Grants Client Manager has enabled the integration, you will be presented with the following screen.
You will see a green Connect to Salesforce button:
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If the connection has not been switched on by Strategic Grants, you will see a screen like this advising
“There are currently no integrations enabled on your account”

If this occurs, contact Strategic Grants for assistance.
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Connect to Production or Sandbox?
You have the option to connect to a Sandbox if you would like to first test the interface and develop the provided
Salesforce Flows

Select the default option of Production or change to Sandbox.

Click the Connect to Salesforce green button.
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Once the authorisation process is complete, you will be returned to the GEM Portal: Integrations screen.
If the connection process has been successful, you will see a red button that is titled Disconnect Salesforce.

(Don’t click the big red button !)
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You will notice a field called Default Opportunity Closing Date:

We have set the default date to 01/January/2099.
If you use our Create Opportunity Salesforce Flow button in Salesforce to create a Salesforce Opportunity, and if our grant
record doesn’t have a Closing Date set (for example it may be a By Invitation grant record) it will use the Default
Opportunity Closing Date to set the Salesforce Opportunity close date.

Depending on your organisations business rules, you may want to change this date.
For example, if you set By Invitation Opportunities to “end date of your financial year”, then set the default value in here to
be your Financial Year Close Date.
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Confirmation that the connection between systems has been established.
As confirmation that the connection has been enabled and established between GEM Portal and Salesforce, open the
GEM Portal Your Calendar screen.
You will see that there are now blue buttons in the first column of Your Calendar with the text “Sync to Salesforce”

Don’t click the Sync to Salesforce button … not quite yet !
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You have completed the once-off process to establish a connection between GEM Portal and
Salesforce.

Now you should refer to the accompanying document titled
GEM Portal HowTo 2. Using the Salesforce Interface.

Contact the Strategic Grants Team any time if you need additional support.
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